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This work presents the design and architecture of a decentralized grid scheduler named MaG-
ate, which is developed within the SmartGRID project and focuses on grid scheduler interop-
eration. The MaGate scheduler is modular structured, and emphasizes the functionality, pro-
cedure and policy of delegating local unsuited jobs to appropriate remote MaGates within the
same grid system. To avoid just another isolated solution, web services and several existing and
emerging grid standards are adopted, as well as a series of interfaces to both publish MaGate
capabilities and integrate functionalities from externalgrid components. Meanwhile, a specific
swarm intelligence solution is employed as a critical complementary service for MaGate, to
maintain an optimized peer-to-peer overlay that supports efficient resource discovery.
Regarding evaluation, the effectiveness brought by job sharing within a physically connected
grid community with the use of the MaGate has been illustrated by means of experiments on
communities of different scale, and under various scenarios.
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Introduction

The grid scheduling service, also known as superschedul-
ing (Schopf, 2003), is defined as “scheduling job across grid
resources such as computational clusters, parallel supercom-
puters, desktop machines that belong to different administra-
tive domains”. It is a crucial component for grid computing
infrastructures because it determines the effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of a grid system by identifying, characterizing, dis-
covering, selecting, and allocating the resources that arebest
suited for a particular job.

Grid scheduling is a critical but complex task. The het-
erogeneous and distributed nature of grid systems imposes
additional constraints on scheduling services, such as lack of
remote resource control, or incomplete overall knowledge of
the grid system.

Besides the theoretical issues, the realities of grid sched-
uler design and implementation have made things even more
complicated. Existing grid schedulers typically depend on
(or are completely integrated in) some particular grid mid-
dleware. Therefore, it is a non-trivial task to migrate a grid
scheduler from one middleware to another, or to exchange
messages between schedulers, or to delegate jobs between
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different types of scheduler. Grid schedulers designed upon
various middlewares respectively can be regarded as a set of
heterogeneous grid schedulers.

The contribution of this paper is the design of a decentral-
ized modular high-level grid scheduler named MaGate. The
MaGate scheduler dedicates to improve the rate of success-
fully executed jobs submitted to the same grid community,
by means of interacting with each other and delegating jobs
amongst all participating nodes of the community. In other
words, the MaGate schedulers are driven to cooperated with
each other, to provide intelligent scheduling for the scopeof
serving the grid community as a whole, not just for a single
grid node individually.

To achieve the purpose mentioned above, the MaGate
scheduler emphasizes on several relevant issues: (i) the ap-
proach of discovering remote resources dynamically and effi-
ciently; (ii) the community policy of determining jobs to del-
egate remotely, and acceptation of arrived remote jobs; (iii)
the platform independent communication protocol to facili-
tate the interaction between different MaGate schedulers on
heterogenous nodes; (iv) the negotiation procedure to tackle
various job delegation scenarios flexibly, i.e. job delegation
accept/reject/conditional reject, job delegation proxy and for-
warding, etc.

The MaGate is being developed within the SmartGRID
project (Huang, Brocco, Kuonen, Courant, & Hirsbrunner,
2008), which aims at improving the efficiency of existing
grids through a modular, layered architecture: theSmart Re-
source Management Layer (SRML)to support grid schedul-
ing, and theSmart Signaling Layer (SSL)to provide resource
discovery. Furthermore, communication between layers is
mediated by means of theDatawarehouse Interface (DWI).
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The Smart Resource Management Layer (SRML) is com-
prised of a set of MaGates. Each MaGate is composed of
a set of loosely coupled modules, in order to tackle several
critical issues raised by grid scheduling, such as:
• Standard-compliant interaction between different

grid schedulers. In order to guarantee the interoperability,
extensibility and reusability of MaGates, all input and output
communication protocols and data formats are designed to
be based on existing and emerging standards, especially for
job representation, resource modeling, resource capabilities
advertisement, and negotiation agreement management.
• Dynamic resource discovery. It is fundamentally im-

portant to be able to efficiently discover resources in a dy-
namic network. Our work tackles this issue by using a
self-structured peer-to-peer overlay network, constructed and
maintained using ant colony algorithms, whose intrinsic de-
sign, adaptiveness and robustness provide an optimal plat-
form for resource discovery and monitoring mechanisms.
• Infrastructure independent job allocation and man-

agement. Infrastructure independency is a non-trivial issue,
and the main difficulty lies on the semantics. To overcome
such a problem requires either to find a common denominator
to hide the infrastructure differences, or to develop separate
adaptors for each diverse infrastructure respectively. Inorder
to minimize the work related with this issue, and to provide
interoperability and reusability, MaGate relies on the unified
interfaces provided by standardized specifications, to achieve
infrastructure independent job allocation and management.
• Platform independent interface to external grid ser-

vices. Presently, the grid community has realized the impor-
tance of standardizing grid solutions, and developed many
relevant specifications and libraries, to facilitate grid devel-
opment with web services technologies. MaGate follows this
philosophy, and provides a series of web services based inter-
faces both to obtain external functionalities from other grid
services, and to advertise its own reusable capabilities toex-
ternal users also.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: re-
lated work on grid schedulers, the grid standards and re-
source discovery is introduced in next section. Derivation
and purpose of the MaGate is illustrated in sectionSmart-
GRID, followed by a detailed MaGate description in section
MaGate Architecture. SectionReference Experimental Re-
sultsdiscusses the experiment configuration and correspond-
ing results. Finally, sectionConclusions and future work
presents some insights to future development.

Related Work

Grid Schedulers

Considering the important role of grid scheduling, many
approaches on this topic have been proposed. Be-
tween the most known works, the Meta-Scheduling Service
(MSS) (Waldrich, Wieder, & Ziegler, 2006) is a middleware-
independent grid scheduler designed with pre-defined poli-
cies and currently implemented on the Unicore USite archi-
tecture. The GridWay (Huedo, Montero, & Llorente, 2005)

is also a well known high-level scheduler from the Globus
Toolkit (Foster & Kesselman, 1997) that provides abundant
features, such as adaptive scheduling and adaptive execution,
within a modular structure. In order to avoid scheduling self-
competition, GridWay only allows one scheduler to manage
each virtual organization. Additionally, other grid schedul-
ing solutions, such as Moab Grid Suite (Moab Grid Suite,
2009) and Community Scheduler Framework (CSF) (Xiao-
hui, Zhaohui, Shutao, Chang, & Huizhen, 2006), have been
developed in collaboration with the industry.

Besides the existing implementations, general scheduler
structures, such as the Scheduling Instance (Tonellotto,
Wieder, & Yahyapour, 2005), have also been proposed to
give a design cornerstone for future grid schedulers.

Current grid schedulers are set up to bridge the gap be-
tween grid applications and various pre-existing local re-
source management systems. Combined with a general
lack of grid infrastructure information, two constraints have
emerged regarding grid schedulers: (a) the scope of grid sys-
tem is assumed to be known a-priori, (b) no horizontal inter-
action between grid schedulers is considered.

To overcome the dilemmas mentioned above, with respect
to existing grid scheduling systems, MaGate is designed to
be a decentralized grid schedule that emphasizes on grid
scheduler interoperation, and complemented by a dynamic
resource discovery approach on decentralized network. In or-
der to share the jobs submitted from a local MaGate to other
MaGates within the same grid community, a set of commu-
nity scheduling relevant parameters are evaluated and dis-
cussed to address various job delegation scenarios between
different MaGates.

Existing and Emerging Standard Specifications

The experiences of the grid community so far have shown
that the realization of an ideally single interconnected, inter-
operating computation ecosystem is difficult. Instead, many
different grids for specific usage scenarios have appeared. In
order to achieve the promised unified computation environ-
ment and being widely adopted by the e-science and indus-
try community, standardized technologies in many fields are
being developed, and some of them have established their
importance through time.

In particular, the Job Submission Description Language
(JSDL) (Anjomshoaa et al., 2005) is known as a XML-
based language specifically for describing computational
grid jobs submission and their resource requirement. WS-
Agreement (Andrieux et al., 2004) works as a platform in-
dependent protocol for advertising capabilities of services,
and making agreement between service providers and con-
sumers.

Meanwhile, both Simple API For Grid Application
(SAGA) (Goodale et al., 2006) and Distributed Resource
Management Application API (DRMAA) (Troger, Rajic,
Haas, & Domagalski, 2007) dedicate to provide API specifi-
cation to cover the functionalities of submitting, controlling,
and monitoring jobs on local resource management systems.

The aforementioned specifications facilitate either the in-
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teroperation amongst grid components, or the interaction be-
tween grid components and local resource management sys-
tems. All such scenarios are critical for MaGate.

Resource Discovery in Distributed Systems

Resource discovery mechanisms are a vital fundamental
part of grid computing, not only because they affect the ef-
ficiency of discovering appropriate resources for job execu-
tion, but also because their architecture influence the logi-
cal topology of grid resources. Concerning the ecosystem
of MaGate, resources distributed on a decentralized peer-to-
peer (P2P) based network have to discovered dynamically.

At present, proposals of discovering resources on P2P
topology have gained significant momentum and being gen-
erally categorized into structured and unstructured systems.
Structured systems, such as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs),
offer deterministic query search results within logarithmic
bounds on network complexity, which means that a look-up
operation will be successful within a predefined time bound.
Unstructured systems (Ripeanu & Foster, 2001) don’t put
any constraints on the structure of network and data distri-
bution. Normally, a query flooding protocol is adopted to
process look-up requests: this might have series drawbacks,
such as high communication overhead and non scalability.

In an attempt to remedy the issues of unstructured over-
lay, self-structured solutions have been proposed. In con-
trast to structured approaches, self-structured systems reor-
ganize existing unstructured topologies by adding and re-
moving logical links between nodes (Ripeanu, Iamnitchi,
Foster, & Rogers, 2007; Shen, 2004; Schmid & Wattenhofer,
2007). Our work addresses the problem of decentralized re-
source discovery by using a self-structured overlay topology
maintained with help of a bioinspired algorithm that bor-
rows ideas from the swarm intelligence and ant colony op-
timization. Swarm intelligence (Bonabeau, Dorigo, & Ther-
aulaz, 1999) is a branch of artificial intelligence that fo-
cuses on algorithms inspired by the collaborative behavior
of swarms of insects. Such bioinspired solutions have al-
ready been successfully applied to several network routing
problems (Schoonderwoerd, Holland, Bruten, & Rothkrantz,
1997; Di Caro & Dorigo, 1998), as well as for resource dis-
covery in unstructured networks (Michlmayr, 2006). More
generally, swarm algorithms exhibit an inherent decentral-
ized design, which helps their implementation in fully dis-
tributed systems.

SmartGRID

SmartGRID is a generic and modular framework that sup-
ports intelligent and interoperable grid resource management
using swarm intelligence algorithms. SmartGRID is struc-
tured as a loosely coupled architecture, which is comprised
of two layers and one internal interface, as shown in Figure
1.

Smart Resource Management Layer (SRML). SRML is re-
sponsible for grid level dynamic scheduling and interopera-
tion serving grid applications with dynamically discovered

Smart 
Resource 
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Figure 1. SmartGRID architecture overview

computing resources. SRML is composed of all the engaged
MaGatesschedulers. Each participating MaGate is expected
to delegate jobs that are submitted through local MaGate but
can not fit the local resource, titledlocal unsuited jobs, to dis-
covered remote MaGates; inversely, each MaGate is also ex-
pected to accept job delegation requests from other MaGates
within the same community, if the delegation requirements
match local MaGate’s community policy and current work-
ing status. A detailed description of MaGate is presented in
sectionMaGate Architecture.

The Smart Signaling Layer (SSL). SSL represents the in-
terface from and to the network of the SmartGRID frame-
work, and provides information about the availability of re-
sources on other nodes, as well as their status. The SSL
hides the complexity and instability of the underlying net-
work by offering reliable services based on distributed ant
algorithms. Ants are defined as lightweight mobile agents
traveling across the network, collecting information on each
visited node. A middleware namedSolenopsis(Brocco,
Hirsbrunner, & Courant, 2007) is developed to run each
ant node, providing an environment for the execution of ant
colony algorithms, specially the BlåtAnt collaborative ant al-
gorithm (Brocco, Frapolli, & Hirsbrunner, 2008, 2009).

The Data Warehouse Interface (DWI). The DWI acts as
a loosely coupled communication channel, which is used to
mediate the data exchange between SRML and SSL with-
out exposing technical implementation details of either layer.
The DWI is comprised of a series of distributed data storages
that store both persistent and cached grid information con-
cerning network infrastructure, resource status, grid schedul-
ing request/response, strategy parameters, SmartGRID spe-
cific events, etc.

MaGate Architecture

As mentioned before, the MaGate scheduler dedicates to
improve the rate of successfully executed jobs submitted to
the scope of entire grid community, by means of interacting
with each other and delegating jobs amongst all participating
MaGates of the same community, using various community
policies. Besides, a set of other relevant issues are also tar-
geted, such as utilizing dynamic resource discovery service
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Figure 2. MaGate modular architecture

and open structured for cooperating with external grid com-
ponents. In order to address different purposes within an uni-
form and loosely coupled architecture, the MaGate is modu-
lar designed, as illustrated in Figure 2: (a) theKernel Module
is responsible for MaGate self-management and addressing
of internal events; (b) theCommunity Moduletackles the in-
teroperation with external schedulers; (c) theLRM Module
performs job allocation and management on Local Resource
Management systems (LRM); (d) theExternal Moduleinter-
acts with external grid services for additional functionalities;
(e) theInterface Modulemanages the interface for accepting
job submission from various local invokers, and delivers the
results back.

A detailed description of each individual module of MaG-
ate is given in the following subsections.

Modules

Kernel Module. The Kernel Module is responsible for
MaGate self-management, which disposes internal events,
provides local scheduling decisions, and connects other mod-
ules to work as a whole. Additionally, the Kernel Module is
also in charge of local behavior logging and analysis.

The Module Controlleraccepts jobs from the Interface
Module and the Community Module, validates job format,
and transfers the retrieved job requirements to theMatch-
Maker. TheMatchMakerchecks local resource capabilities
and evaluates its policy to decide whether the job could be
executed locally. If the job can be fulfilled by local resources,
theMatchMakerallocates the job to an interface instance of
the LRM Module; otherwise, theMatchMakerpropagates a
discovery query to the External Module, filters out unsuitable
returned results, and invokes the Community Module to exe-
cute job delegation to proper remote resources. TheMaGate
Monitor is used to record MaGate behavior and scheduling
history for statistic purposes.

Interface Module. The Interface Module is responsible
for accepting job submissions from MaGate local invok-

ers, including grid users and high level grid applications.
MaGate’s local available functionalities are also published
through the Interface Module.

TheCL-I provides a command line based interface for the
interacting with the MaGate, which accepts parameter based
job local submissions, and delivers the results back. Besides,
bothAPP-I andWS-Ioffer the alternative approaches to grid
applications and web services based invokers respectively.

Meanwhile, in order to validate the MaGate prototype
within a simulation environment, theSIM-I is provided to
accept submission of simulated grid jobs.

Community Module. The Community Module is a
mandatory component of MaGate. It acts as a connector
that both accepts jobs from remote MaGates for local exe-
cution, and delegates local unsuited jobs to other MaGates
for remote execution. With the help of the Community Mod-
ule, physically connected MaGates can collaborate to con-
struct a dynamic and interoperable grid scheduler commu-
nity, namely theSmart Resource Management Layer. The
design of the Community Module follows the suggestion of
the Scheduling Instance (Tonellotto et al., 2005).

The Output Requesterprepares local unsuited jobs and
contacts discovered remote MaGates for job delegation. In-
versely, theInput Requestermonitors job delegation requests
from other MaGates, validates delegation requirements and
local MaGate’s community acceptance policy, and transfers
the accepted delegated jobs to the Kernel Module for local
execution.

Once delegated remote jobs are approved and executed
results are collected, theOutput Responseris used to con-
struct corresponding responses and send them back to the
delegation initiators. Inversely, theInput Responseris used
to monitor the incoming delegation response messages from
other MaGates.

The Community Monitormaintains a known neighbor-
hood list, and periodically contacts each remote MaGate
from the list to obtain a replica of their node status, includ-
ing node workload, node neighborhood list, etc. Further-
more, more remote MaGates could be proactively discov-
ered and complemented by the External Module. In this case,
each MaGate has a partial view of the entire grid scheduler
community, titled theMaGate Community, which helps to
achieve exchanging of work, load balancing and failure re-
covery within the scope of this known community.

LRM Module. The LRM Module empowers MaGate to
utilize grid infrastructure, such as local resources manage-
ment systems, to allocate the accepted jobs for local ex-
ecution, monitor the execution status, and retrieve results
back. As mentioned before, instead of direct support to
too many existing facilities, the LRM Module provides sev-
eral interfaces to support local resource management sys-
tems through standardized API-based specifications, such as
SAGA-I(Goodale et al., 2006) for “Simple API For Grid Ap-
plication (SAGA)”, andDRMAA-I (Troger et al., 2007) for
“Distributed Resource Management Application API (DR-
MAA)”.
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Meanwhile, in order to validate MaGate simulation based
prototype, theSIM-I, which simulates resource management
systems, is also provided to execute accepted simulated jobs.

External Module. The External Module offers a plug-in
mechanism for MaGate. It works as a multi-functional outlet
that helps to strengthen the MaGate by integrating appropri-
ate external grid services, components, algorithms and strate-
gies. Since developing grid services using web services has
gained significant momentum recently, the service interfaces
exposed by the External Module are web services compliant.

TheResource Discoveryconnects MaGate to an external
grid resource discovery service for obtaining informationof
remote resources. It is a critical component for MaGate to
validate the idea of scheduler community. TheResource
Monitoring empowers MaGate to monitor the change of re-
mote resource status. TheScheduling Policyoffers a param-
eter based approach for adopting external scheduling algo-
rithms, which follow the uniform I/O parameter schema and
developed by other organizations. TheData Storagefacili-
tates MaGate to preserve its data into external storage facili-
ties.

Reference Scenario

To make the MaGate scheduler fulfill the purpose of serv-
ing grid community as a whole, each newly established Ma-
Gate must be connected to a resource discovery service,
which is able to discovery remote MaGates from an exist-
ing community. Meanwhile, each MaGate of the commu-
nity is required to publish their public capability profile us-
ing a specific key-value format, which is supposed to be dis-
covered and monitored by resource discovery services from
other MaGates during the lifecycle. Additionally, if an in-
dividual MaGate wishes to contribute its local resources, the
LRM Module must be utilized to mediate the communication
between the MaGate and the local resource management sys-
tem.

The Interface Module receives job submissions from the
exposed interfaces, and transfers the validated jobs to the
Kernel Module. Scheduling algorithms are launched by the
Kernel Module to evaluate the job requirements. If the lo-
cal resource could satisfy the job requirements, the jobs are
transfered to the LRM Module for local execution; if not, the
Community Module is invoked, to either looks up appropri-
ate remote resources from its local cached neighbors list, or
propagates resource searching queries based on job require-
ments, and transfers such queries to the interconnected exter-
nal resource discovery services through the External Mod-
ule. At a later stage, the discovered information regarding
remote resources is used by the Community Module to ini-
tialize job delegation requests respectively. As soon as one
delegation request is accepted by a remote MaGate, the Com-
munity Module delegates the corresponding job, leaving a
callback address for getting results back. If all delegation
requests of an individual job have been rejected, it is then the
responsibility of the Community Module to decide whether a
re-negotiation iteration should be issued later, with modified

delegation parameters. Such decisions are made regarding
the utilized community policies by different MaGates.

Inversely, once the Community Module of a MaGate has
received job delegation requests from other remote MaGa-
tes, acceptance decisions are also made depending on the
adopted community policies, such as the length limit of Ma-
Gate’sCommunity Input Queue, which is used to preserve
the accepted but unprocessed delegated remote jobs.

Noteworthy that the Kernel Module is able to addresses
the job requests both from local users, and from other con-
nected remote MaGates.

Reference Implementation

The current reference implementation of MaGate is simu-
lation based (Huang, Brocco, Courant, Hirsbrunner, & Kuo-
nen, 2009). The implemented MaGate simulator is based
on GridSim (Buyya & Murshed, 2002) and Alea (Klusacek,
Matyska, & Rudova, 2008).

For both the Interface Module and the LRM Module, the
SIM-I interfaces have been implemented to allocate simu-
lated jobs to simulated resources. The interaction between
the MaGate and existing local schedulers/middlewares is not
mentioned at current stage. Regarding the job allocation on
local resource has been out of the main interest of the MaG-
ate, external grid components, such as SAGA (Goodale et al.,
2006) and DRMAA (Troger et al., 2007), will be evaluated
to facilitate this work in our future implementation.

For the External Module, according to the ecosystem of
MaGate, Smart Signaling Layer (SSL) is adopted as the de-
fault external service for bothResource DiscoveryandRe-
source Monitoring.

For the Community Module, a socket based implementa-
tion has shown that the scheduler interaction is functionally
ready. Meanwhile, different job delegation related factors,
such as resource discovery policies and community schedul-
ing policies (e.g. delegation negotiation/re-negotiation pol-
icy, delegation acceptance policy), have been evaluated re-
spectively. Regarding the future work, a web services based
communication service is being developed to achieve the
infrastructure independent scheduler interoperation; addi-
tional, an algorithm to integrate diverse community policies
and automate the negotiation/re-negotation procedure is un-
der the development.

For the Kernel Module, theModule Controller is im-
plemented to dispose MaGate internal events, and interact
with simulation environment. TheMaGate Monitoris used
to record event history from simulated infrastructure and
produce logged data for statistic analysis. A benchmarked
“First Come First Service” algorithm is adopted by theMatch
Makerfor making local scheduling decision. Meanwhile, al-
gorithm “Easy Backfilling”, which is used for comparison
purpose, is under the development.

The reference implementation is used to do the reference
experiment, which is discussed as follows:
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Reference Experimental Results

The reference experiment is evaluated to prove a func-
tional ready MaGate prototype, which is able to address dif-
ferent scheduling related events using an uniform modular
architecture. Specially, the capability of scheduler interop-
eration and work sharing within the interconnected commu-
nity is emphasized to facilitate the improvement of our cri-
terion: theRate of successfully executed Jobs from the entire
grid Community (RJC). TheRJCis adopted as the judgement
of experiment results to prove the functional effectiveness
brought by the design of job delegation on an interoperable
MaGate community. We try to maximize this value because
it presents the capability and effectiveness of disposinglo-
cal unsuited jobson remote nodes from the scope of grid
community. The disadvantages of using theRJCas the only
criterion are that both the overall resource throughput andthe
network load of transferring resource discovery requests are
missing currently, which will be considered and measured in
our future work.

Reference Models

Although grid systems vary widely depending on the us-
age scenarios, one of the typical example of a computational
grid is still the execution of computational intensive batch
jobs on collaborative computers. Several models retrieved
from this scenario are used in our experiment, and repre-
sented as follows:

Machine Model. The machine refers to the Massive Par-
allel Processor Systems (MPP), which are comprised of sev-
eral Process Elements (PE) connected via fast interconnec-
tions. Each process element is a single processing system
with local CPU and memory, using space-sharing policy and
running jobs exclusively. All process elements of the same
MPP share the same operating system.

Site Model. The site stands for the grid participators who
contribute their computational resources and share their jobs
in a grid system. Each site is comprised of several ma-
chines, has its own resource management system and local
policies. The resources between different sites are heteroge-
neous. Cluster(s) of a single affiliation is a typical site.

Node Model. The node is a group of sites, managed by a
single MaGate scheduler. The grid community is comprised
of different nodes, each participating node has the possibility
to discover another node, and interacts with each other.

Job Model. The job concerns computationally intensive
batch jobs submitted by users continuously through time.
Each job is comprised of several parameters, including re-
quested run time, requested number of PE, requested type
of operating system, etc. Both sequential and parallel jobs
are simulated for execution upon a single machine with suf-
ficient number of PEs, job migration and preemption are not
supported currently.

Experimental Scenarios

Once a MaGate with local resource exists and being con-
nected to grid community, it is assumed to be discoverable by
resource discovery services from other MaGates. The inter-
esting thing is that various parameters can be utilized to gen-
erate community scheduling policies with different cost and
benefit. Considering each individual user might have his/her
own judgement on the cost and benefit, an automatic mech-
anism that is capable of generating user customized commu-
nity scheduling policies dynamically will bring great flexi-
bility and adaptability in our future work.

In current experiment, various scenario parameters have
been demonstrated as follows, and utilized to compose di-
verse policies for determining job delegation across grid
communities with different size.
• The Local means that each MaGate is configured to

work alone, no job delegation to remote MaGates is allowed.
In this case, all the local unsuited jobs submitted on each
MaGate will be simply suppressed and considered as failed.
• The Neighbormeans that each MaGate is allowed to

look up appropriate remote MaGates from its direct neigh-
borhood list, and delegate the local unsuited jobs to the dis-
covered remote MaGates. The direct neighborhood list of
each MaGate is kept up-to-date by its resource discovery ser-
vice, depending on the network connection between the local
MaGate and the remote MaGate.
• The Searchmeans that each MaGate is able to prop-

agate and submit job requirement based queries to the grid
community, in order to discover appropriate remote MaGa-
tes for accepting the local unsuited jobs. The interval time
between the query submission and result obtention plays an
important role because it represents user’s endurable delay to
get the discovered results back. In our experiment, for exam-
ple, theSearch100illustrates once a query has been submit-
ted to the grid community, 100 milliseconds are allowed to
wait and get the discovered results back.
• The Negorepresents the maximal number of negotia-

tion allowed to achieve a single job delegation. For example,
the Nego1means that each to-delegate job is allowed to be
negotiated with a set of appropriate remote MaGates for one
time; while theNego10means that the host MaGate is able
to retry a single job delegation for maximally ten times, with
same or different parameters.
• The Queuestands for the length limit of theCommu-

nity Input Queue. Each time the host MaGate approves a job
delegation request, the accepted but unprocessed remote job
will be preserved in theCommunity Input Queueuntil the job
is processed and sent back to the delegation initiator. In our
experiment, for example, theQueue5presents that the host
MaGate is able to manage at most five accepted but unpro-
cessed remote jobs, as long as the length limit is reached, the
subsequent delegation requests to the host MaGate will be
rejected.

Simulation Configuration

Both job and machine parameters are either constants, or
randomly generated according to a uniform distribution.
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• Number of locally submitted jobs on each MaGate:
100.
• Job arrival time: [0-12 hours].
• Job estimated execution time: 1000s.
• Job estimated MIPS: 1000.
• Number of PEs required by each individual job: [1-5].
• Number of sites per MaGate: 1.
• Number of machines per site: 1.
• Number of PEs per machine: [64-128].
• MIPS of each PE: 1000.
• Size of theDirect Neighborhood List: 6.
• Number of times for negotiation/re-negotiation: [1, 3].
• Length of theCommunity Input Queue: [5, 10].
• Types of operating system required by job: [Linux,

Windows, Mac].
• Types of machine operating system: [Linux, Windows,

Mac].
In order to obtain stable values, each scenario results were

averaged from 10 repeated iterations. The experiments are
performed upon an Intel Core Duo 2.2GHz machine, with
2GB RAM.

Discussion

All the scenarios tested in the reference experiment are
comprised of several parameters mentioned above. For ex-
ample, the scenarioSearch250-Nego3-Queue5-57.1%stands
for that the host MaGate is using community search policy,
with 250 millisecond interval waiting time, to discover re-
mote MaGates for job delegation; the maximal times of ne-
gotiation allowed for each single delegation is three, remote
MaGates’s length limit of theCommunity Input Queueis five,
and the obtainedRJChas reached 57.1%.

TheRJCof a 10-MaGate community is shown in Figure 3.
As expected, for scenarioLocal, because no job delegation to
community is allowed, all submitted local unsuited jobs are
suppressed till end of the simulation. Regarding each MaG-
ate manages one site with a single operating system, and the
jobs submitted by its local users vary their operating system
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Figure 4. Community of 100 MaGates
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Figure 5. Community of 200 MaGates

requirements from an uniform three-option distribution, only
1/3 of the locally submitted jobs can be satisfied by the local
resource. Simultaneously, considering the choices of operat-
ing system, which are owned by all sites within the grid com-
munity, fall into the same distribution as job requirement,it
is expected that for each individual local unsuited job, 1/3
MaGates of the entire grid community have, in average, the
expected capabilities to accept them.

Furthermore, illustrated by scenarioNeighbor-Nego1-
Queue5from the 10-MaGate community, involved MaGates
are allowed to delegate local unsuited jobs to the grid com-
munity by looking up proper remote MaGates from their di-
rect neighborhood list, which are constructed and kept up-to-
date by the interconnected resource discovery services. Itis
evident that, from the point of view of the grid community,
some MaGates have found appropriate neighbors, and ad-
ditional 6.55% jobs were accomplished due to the achieved
delegations.

An alternative approach of seeking remote MaGates for
job delegation is sending resource discovery queries to the
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grid community. It is to be expected that if appropriate re-
mote MaGates exist, being connected within the same com-
munity, represented properly and approved to be public avail-
able by their community policies, the corresponding queries
will be matched within enough interval waiting time. As pre-
sented in Figure 3, a short waiting time (Search100-Nego1-
Queue5allows 100ms) for getting the results from the com-
munity search leads to no delegations achieved because the
adopted resource discovery solution could not find expected
resources from the community within such a limited du-
ration. However, if more time is allowed, as shown by
scenarioSearch250-Nego1-Queue5and Search500-Nego1-
Queue5, useful discovered remote MaGates start to appear,
and theRJC benefited from job remote delegation can be
improved by 13.7% and 44.3% respectively. The more in-
terval time between query submission and result obtention is
allowed, the betterRJCbecomes.

Meanwhile, results illustrated by scenarioSearch250-
Nego1-Queue10andSearch250-Nego3-Queue5has demon-
strated that even within the same interval waiting time, the
RJC benefited from job remote delegation can be still im-
proved by utilizing different community cooperative poli-
cies, such as 23.8% by increased times for re-negotiation,
and 20.6% by expanded length limit of theCommunity Input
Queue. It is also noteworthy that enough interval time al-
lowed for community search, such as scenarioSearch1000-
Nego1-Queue5, is the necessary but insufficient condition to
makeRJCreach the 100%, because candidate remote MaG-
ates may already reached their length limit of theCommunity
Input Queue, and not released during the delegation waiting
period.

Besides the results mentioned in a 10-MaGate commu-
nity, for horizontal comparison purpose, Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5 have shown different behaviors of the same scenarios
in communities of different size, namely the community with
100 MaGates, and the community with 200 MaGates.

The RJC of scenarioNeighbors-Nego1-Queue5in the
100-MaGate community (48.66%) and 200-MaGate commu-
nity (63.13%) has shown that the successful probability of
getting appropriate remote MaGates from the direct neigh-
borhood list improves within a grid community of larger size,
because more remote MaGates with good connection with
the local MaGate can be discovered and considered as direct
neighbors. Similarly, although still no remote MaGate could
be found within a limited community search duration, sce-
narioSearch250-*have demonstrated that more appropriate
remote MaGates can be discovered using the same increased
interval time. For example, theRJCof scenarioSearch250-
Nego1-Queue5in a 100-MaGate community is 25.47% im-
proved compared to his behavior in a 10-MaGate community.

However, the improvement gained by search in a larger
community with more interval time is not simply incremen-
tal, because the overload distributed resource discovery ser-
vice has limited the number of discovered remote MaGates.
Specially, as shown in scenarioSearch250-Nego3-Queue5in
a 200-MaGate community, theRJC benefited from job re-
mote delegation has dropped to 6.62% because too many re-
source discovery queries almost halt the adopted ant-based

resource discovery service. In this case, how to balance the
cooperation between different factors to achieve an effective-
ness and efficient job delegation procedure, will be an inter-
esting issue in our future work.

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented the design of an interoperable, de-
centralized and modular high-level grid scheduler named
MaGate. The MaGate scheduler dedicates to improve the
rate of successfully executed jobs submitted to the same grid
community, by means of interacting with each other and del-
egating jobs amongst all participating nodes of the commu-
nity. In other words, the MaGate schedulers are driven to
cooperated with each other, to provide intelligent scheduling
for the scope of serving the grid community as a whole, not
just for a single grid node.

Currently, both design and the first prototype of MaG-
ate have been completed. Together with the adopted re-
source discovery service, the reference experiment results
have proven a functional ready MaGate scheduler, which is
able to address different scheduling related events using an
uniformed modular architecture. Specially, the capability of
scheduler interoperation and work sharing within the inter-
connected community is emphasized, and various commu-
nity scheduling related parameters have been evaluated to il-
lustrate the effectiveness brought by sharinglocal unsuited
jobswithin an interoperable and collaborative grid commu-
nity.

Regarding the future work, the second MaGate proto-
type is under the development. Firstly, an advancedCom-
munity Componentwill be re-implemented based on WS-*
protocols. Secondly, more local scheduling algorithms are
planned to be supported to evaluate their behaviors within the
environment of community collaboration. Finally, a commu-
nity algorithm is to be proposed to integrate various commu-
nity scheduling related parameters flexibly, and facilitate the
negotiation/re-negotiation between different MaGates auto-
matically.

MaGate is supported by an efficient resource discovery
service on fully decentralized grid infrastructure, whichis
also developed within the SmartGRID project and named as
Smart Signaling Layer (SSL). Concerning the SSL, the next
development focuses on ant algorithms to support proactive
monitoring and resource discovery. Additionally, an im-
proved version of the Solenopsis framework is being devel-
oped, and will be integrated with the next prototype of MaG-
ate.
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